
EASTER EGG CRITTERS
SUPPLIES:

1. Eggs: as many as you want to make, plus a few in case
some break.

2.  Egg colouring kit
3.  Google eyes
4. 1 sheet pink felt and 1 sheet pink foam for BUNNY
5. 1 sheet orange foam for DUCK
6. Crafting glue, black felt pen, scissors
7. The empty egg carton

DIRECTIONS:
1.With the help of an adult, hard boil the eggs. Let cool
completely.
2.Dye the eggs using the egg colouring kit. Let them dry
completely resting in the empty carton.
BUNNY
3.Ears - Draw a set of bunny ears on the pink felt and cut out.
Cut a small snip at the bottom of each ear.
4.Feet - Draw a heart about 2.25 inches (5.7cm) wide on the
pink foam, then cut it out. Using the black felt pen draw fluff
around the edge of the heart for fluffy bunny feet.
5.Glue the ears on the top of the egg. The bottom of each felt
ear has a small snip. Fold one flap forward and the other
backward. Put a drop of glue onto each flap and press lightly.



This should help the ears stand up straight. Place in egg
carton to dry.
6.Put glue near the pointed end of the pink foam heart. Gently
press the bottom of the egg onto it for the feet. Place in carton
to dry
7.Glue the google eyes on. Let dry in the egg carton
8.Draw on a nose and teeth
DUCK
3. Flippers - On the orange foam draw a triangle about 2.25
inches (5.7cm) across the bottom. Using the black felt pen,
draw lines and webs. Cut out the  flippers
4. Put glue at the pointed top part, the wide base becomes the
flippers. Gently press the egg onto the glue and let dry in the
empty egg carton.
5. Beek - Fold the piece of orange foam in half. Draw a small
triangle on it using the folded edge as the inside of the beek. .
Cut out and place under a heavy book so it will stay folded.
6. Once the beek stays folded, glue it onto the egg. You may
have to hold it so it drys in place.
7. Glue google eyes on. Let dry completely in the empty egg
carton.

HAVE AN EGGCITING TIME WITH YOUR
CRITTERS!


